Metasurfaces based dual wavelength diffractive lenses
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Abstract: We demonstrate experimentally and by simulations a method for using thin nanostructured plasmonic metasurfaces to design diffractive Fresnel zone plate lenses that focus pairs of wavelengths to a single focal point. The metasurfaces are made of tightly packed cross and rod shaped optical nanoantennas with strong polarization and wavelength selectivity. This selectivity allows multiplexing two different lenses with low spectral crosstalk on the same substrate and to address any superposition of the two colors at the focus of the lenses by controlling the polarization of light. This concept can open the door to use ultrathin diffractive lenses in fluorescence microscopy and in stimulated emission depletion microscopy.
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are designed to work at a specific single wavelength. For applications that require that they suffer from very large chromatic aberrations, as shown in Fig. 1, and therefore they microscopy to low end laser pointers. One of the biggest drawbacks of diffractive lenses is spherical and chromatic aberrations. These aberrations can be corrected, but on the expense of size, weight and cost of the lens. However refractive lenses have some drawbacks. For example, due to the curvature of the surface, the lenses are bulky and limit miniaturization of devices. In addition it is hard to produce refractive lenses with high numerical apertures due to the appearance of large spherical and chromatic aberrations. These aberrations can be corrected, but on the expense of size, weight and cost of the lens.

An alternative way to focus light is to use diffractive optical elements (DOEs) [13]. Lenses based on DOEs are wildly used in the industry from high end optics for astronomy and microscopy to low end laser pointers. One of the biggest drawbacks of diffractive lenses is that they suffer from very large chromatic aberrations, as shown in Fig. 1, and therefore they are designed to work at a specific single wavelength. For applications that require

Nanotechnology enables to construct ordered materials consisting of nanoscale sub-wavelength inclusions. The optical properties of these materials can be controlled by the type of the sub-wavelength inclusions and by their arrangements and can be based on metal-dielectric nanostructures [1, 2] or all-dielectric nanostructures [3–5]. These materials are commonly called optical metamaterials or metasurfaces due to their unique properties which cannot always be found in natural materials.

Some of the metasurfaces which were demonstrated are based on excitation of localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) on metal nanostructures embedded in dielectrics [1,2,6,7]. In the LSPR the metal nanostructures can be considered as optical nanoantennas (ONATs) due to their ability to efficiently receive optical radiation at specific frequencies and focus it to the near field, or transmit near field electromagnetic energy to the far field [8–12]. In addition, the light scattering and absorption cross-sections of the ONATs grow considerably to dimensions much larger than their physical size. Therefore light at the LSPR frequency can be manipulated efficiently by the metasurface. It was shown that by changing the shape of the ONATs their LSPR can be tuned from the ultraviolet to the infrared regimes [10]. This enables designing ONAT-based metasurfaces that fit a broad spectral range and opens new possibilities to create novel, ultrathin, and integrated optical components.

The most useful optical components are lenses which can be found in a wide variety of devices. The common way to construct lenses is to use refraction by curved surfaces. However refractive lenses have some drawbacks. For example, due to the curvature of the surface, the lenses are bulky and limit miniaturization of devices. In addition it is hard to produce refractive lenses with high numerical apertures due to the appearance of large spherical and chromatic aberrations. These aberrations can be corrected, but on the expense of size, weight and cost of the lens.
polychromatic light, e.g. fluorescence microscopy and most of the imaging applications, DOE based lenses cannot be used.

Figure 1(a) shows a calculation of the distance to focus of a diffractive binary Fresnel zone plate lens (FZP) that was designed to focus light at a wavelength of 620 nm to 1 mm away from the lens. For lenses with focal lengths much larger than the effective wavelength \( (f \gg \lambda) \), \( f \) can be calculated by \( f = \frac{R_1^2}{\lambda} \) where \( R_1 \) is the radius of the first ring of the FZP. It can be seen that each wavelength is focused to a different position in space. Figure 1(b) shows the output of beam propagation simulation of the same lens demonstrating how light at 620 nm is focused to 1 mm away from the lens while light at 460 nm is focus to ~1.4 mm away from the lens. To examine it we produced a one dimensional FZP lens, shown in Fig. 1(c), and measured the propagation of light after the lens. The measurements, shown in Fig. 1(d), illustrate that each wavelength is focused to a different point in space. Therefore applications which require focusing or imaging with more than one wavelength cannot benefit from such a lens. This gives a strong motivation to develop DOEs which can focus multiple wavelengths to the same focal spot. One promising way to achieve it is to use optical metasurfaces.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Fig. 1.** Chromatic aberrations induced by conventional FZP. (a) Calculated focal distance vs. wavelength of FZP designed to focus 620 nm at 1 mm focal distance. (b) Beam propagation simulation results of light focused by a 2D FZP designed for 620 nm with \( f = 1 \) mm. (c) Optical microscope image of fabricated conventional 1D binary FZP made from Aluminum stripes on glass. (d) Measurement of light propagation after the 1D binary FZP shown in (c). (e) Illustration of test setup.

The use of nanostructured surfaces for implementing DOEs in general, and especially diffractive lenses, has been demonstrated with sub-wavelength gratings [14,15], nano slits and holes [16–20]. The concept of ONATs was also used for building diffractive lenses [2, 21–24] which were ultrathin spherical aberration free and possibly with high NA. This demonstrates the potential of nanotechnology for the construction of new optical elements. However in these works the lenses or diffractive elements were designed for single wavelength and were not meant to correct the chromatic aberrations when two or more wavelengths need to be address.
In this work we experimentally demonstrate an implementation of diffractive metasurface-based FZP (mFZP) that corrects chromatic aberrations at pairs of wavelengths in the visible regime. The design of the mFZP is based on merging two independent zone plate lenses, in the same metasurface, one for each polarization. Our experimental results agree with the simulation results and pave the way towards manufacturing multi-wavelength and functional diffractive lenses.

The metasurfaces that are used to construct the mFZP in this work consist of cross shaped and rod shaped ONATs which have a strong polarization and wavelength selectivity. It was shown that the effective resonance wavelength of ONATs follows an empirical linear relation \( \lambda_{\text{eff}} = n_1 + n_2 \lambda / \lambda_p \) where \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are coefficients that depend on the dielectric environment and the shape of the ONAT and \( \lambda_p \) is the plasma wavelength. It was shown specifically that this relation is maintained also for cross shaped ONATs [7]. In addition the anisotropic shape of these ONATs adds a strong local polarization selectivity. Since the transmission function of the ONAT depends on its resonance, by creating metasurfaces out of wavelength and polarization selective ONATs the total transmission function can be presented by:

\[
T(\phi, \lambda, x, y) = T_v(\lambda, x, y) \sin^2(\phi) + T_h(\lambda, x, y) \cos^2(\phi)
\]  

where \( T_v(\lambda, x, y) \) and \( T_h(\lambda, x, y) \) are the spatial transmission response of the metasurface to vertically and horizontally polarized light, \( \lambda \) is the free space wavelength, and \( \phi \) is the angle between the polarization of incoming light and the x axis. This gives the ability to encode different independent DOEs into the wavelength space and polarization space which are separated by the ONATs response [7, 26–29]. Here we use it to correct the chromatic aberrations of FZP at two different wavelengths. The functionality of conventional FZP and mFZP is illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively.

The mFZP in this work relies on “mixing” two independent FZPs. One FZP is designed to focus horizontally polarized light at wavelength of 460 nm to 1 mm away from the lens. This functionality is encoded on the horizontal polarization response of the metasurface. The second FZP is designed to focus vertically polarized light at 650 nm to 1 mm away from the lens. This functionality is encoded on the vertical polarization response of the metasurface. A binary FZP can be described by the following transmission function

\[
U = \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \text{sign} \left( \cos \left( \frac{2\pi \cdot x^2 + y^2}{\lambda' f} \right) \right) \right)
\]  

where \( \lambda' \) is the wavelength that will be focused after length \( f \), and can be taken as the operation wavelength. In order to construct mFZP that corrects chromatic aberrations of pairs of wavelengths, two different lenses with \( U_v \) and \( U_h \) have to be calculated, with two different operation wavelengths \( \lambda_v, \lambda_h \). The polarization-dependent transmission functions can then be described by:

\[
T_v(\lambda, x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & U_v(x, y) = 0 \\
U_v(x, y) & U_v(x, y) = 1 
\end{cases} \quad T_h(\lambda, x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & U_h(x, y) = 0 \\
U_h(x, y) & U_h(x, y) = 1 
\end{cases}
\]  

where \( t_{v,h}(\hat{\lambda}) \) is the spectral transmission response of the metasurface at the two polarizations. The total transmission function is then calculated by Eq. (1). This divides the operation of the mFZP to different spectral regimes and different polarizations as calculated and presented in Fig. 2(c). In comparison to a regular FZP (shown in Fig. 1 (a)) the distance to focus is now divided into two regimes according to the source polarization, and it can be seen how pairs of wavelengths now share the same focal length. Figure 2(d) shows the output of
beam propagation simulation of the metasurface based lens showing how light at 650 nm and light at 460 nm are now focused to the same spot in space (in comparison to Fig. 1(b)). This demonstrates the correction of chromatic aberrations at the two working wavelengths.

Fig. 2. Correcting chromatic aberrations at pairs of wavelengths with mFZP. (a) Conventional 2D FZP. Each wavelength has a different focal point. (b) Suggested FZP based on metasurface that reduces the chromatic aberrations by focusing pairs of wavelengths to the same focal spot. (c) Focal distance vs. wavelength of mFZP designed to focus 650 nm and 460 nm light to 1 mm focal distance. (d) Beam propagation simulation results of operation of mFZP at wavelength of 650 nm with vertical polarization and wavelength of 450 nm with horizontal polarization. Both wavelengths focus to 1 mm away from the lens.

To demonstrate experimentally the operation of the proposed binary- amplitude mFZP we fabricated samples based on subwavelength arrays of rod- and cross- shaped aluminum (Al) ONATS on glass. The dimensions of the fabricated resonators were chosen after simulating the spectral transmission properties of arrays of rod and cross shaped ONATs that had widths of 40 nm, thicknesses of 40 nm and lengths varying between 90 nm to 200 nm. The vertical rod ONATs were designed to block light at 650 nm and the horizontal rod ONATS were designed to block light at 460 nm. In the places of overlap of the blocking regions of the two polarizations we placed anisotropic cross ONATS which were designed to operate at the corresponding wavelengths as the rod ONATs of the same orientation, i.e. one arm of the crosses was designed to block light at 650 nm and the other was designed to block light at 460 nm. The polarized dual-band behavior therefore is obtained at the level of the unit cell. The samples were fabricated by standard electron beam lithography. The dimensions of the vertical ONATs were 180 nm × 40 nm, 40 nm thick and the pitch was 200 nm. The horizontal ONATs were 100 nm × 40 nm, 40 nm thick and the pitch was 280 nm. The cross shape ONATs shared the same parameters.
Fig. 3. Test setup for dual wavelength mFZP. For the light source, we used white incoherent light (Xenon arc lamp) or tunable laser.

Fig. 4. Focusing results of mFZP lens. (a) SEM images of the fabricated mFZP. The inset shows an enlarged portion of the lens. (b) Optical images of the mFZP and corresponding focal spot at 1 mm at two different polarizations. (c) Measurements of light propagation after the mFZP at distances of 0 to 2 mm with horizontally polarized white light and (d) with vertically polarized light.

To examine the samples optically we used a home built transmission microscope setup [Fig. 3]. Figure 4(a) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated mFZP. The mixture of the three types of ONATs can be seen in the inset. Figure 4(b) shows images of the operation of the fabricated mFZP tested with incoherent polarized white light from a Xenon arc lamp. The top two images are optical images of the lens at the two polarizations. It can be seen how different polarizations 'see' different lenses. At vertical polarization the lens appears blue since it blocks light in the red part of the spectrum (designed for 650 nm wavelength) and at horizontal polarization the lens appear yellow-red due to blocking of light at the blue part of the spectrum (designed for 460 nm wavelength).
The lens does not appear at a uniform color at this polarization due to red shift of the resonances of the fabricated rod shaped ONATs compared to the cross shaped ONATs. The bottom images show the focal spot 1 mm away from the lens demonstrating that the two different polarizations focus different colors. In order to examine the propagation of light away from the lens we used the same method that was used to examine the 1D FZP. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) are built from a sequence of images taken at different distances from the lens. The step between each of the images is 0.05mm. It can be seen how according to the design, light at two different colors is indeed focused to the same spot in space.

![Fig. 5. Spectral measurements of on axis light distribution after the fabricated mFZP. (a) With horizontally polarized white light and (b) with vertically polarized light. Values above half maximum are shown to reduce noises due to fabrication imperfections. (c) Normalized light intensity at the focal distance (1mm). Red line shows the vertical polarization, and blue line shows the horizontal polarization.](image)

The functionality of the mFZP depends on the wavelength acceptance of the ONATs. Since there is an operation bandwidth for the ONATs other wavelengths also respond. This is shown as the wavelengths that are focused away from 1 mm. Figure 5 shows spectral measurements (Andor Shamrock 303i) of the on-axis light distribution after the lens for the two polarizations. Figure 5(a) with horizontally polarized white light and Fig. 5(b) with vertically polarized light. The white line marks the focal distance of 1mm from the lens. With horizontally polarized white light we achieved focusing of wavelengths around 460nm, and with vertically polarized white light we achieve focusing of wavelengths around 650nm light (red). Figure 5(c) illustrates the normalized light intensity at the focal distance of 1mm from the lens for both light polarizations. In order to have good wavelength selectivity of the lens it is beneficial to use configurations which impose sharp resonance on the ONATs that compose the metasurface. Nevertheless the Al ONAT based mFZP that was tested operates according to its design shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) and corrects the chromatic aberrations at pairs of wavelengths accordingly.

The demonstrated lenses can be used for applications where pairs of wavelengths need to be focused to the same point in space. To examine it, we tested the lens operation under coherent illumination as well. Figure 6 shows the polarized images of the lens and the
focusing by the lens when illuminated with coherent light ($\lambda = 460\,\text{nm}, \lambda = 650\,\text{nm}$; Chameleon OPO VIS). It can be seen that both wavelengths focus to 1 mm, however the blue beam has an additional focus at ~1.4 mm due to imperfection of the fabrication. This imperfection can be seen also in Fig. 6(a) for the horizontal polarity, showing that some of the blocking zones are much thinner than the others. By correcting this fabrication imperfection the additional blue focus at 1.4 mm will be eliminated.

Fig. 6. Focusing measurements of dual wavelength mFZP lens with coherent light illumination. (a) Images of the lens and focal spot at two different polarizations and two different laser wavelengths. On the left using vertically polarized light at 650 nm and on the right hand side using horizontally polarized light at 460 nm. (b) Blue light propagation (wavelength of 460 nm) after the lens for horizontally polarized light. Two focal points were measured due to a mismatch in the transmission response of the horizontal rod shape antennas and the horizontal part of the cross shape antennas. (c) Red light propagation (wavelength of 650 nm) after the lens for vertically polarized light.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we show here that nanostructured metasurfaces composed of tightly packed ONATs can be used as new means to design DOEs which correct chromatic aberrations at pairs of wavelengths. We specifically demonstrated experimentally an mFZP which can focus blue and red light to the same point in space. This mFZP can be used as an ultrathin lens for a variety of applications that require a single focal point for pairs of wavelengths including fluorescence imaging where both excitation wavelength and emission wavelength have to share the same focal spot or for stimulated emission depletion microscopy where the pump beam and the depletion beam have to share focus. Our method can be extended by using multilayer and multi-wavelength design towards generating DOEs for multispectral imaging. The use of a multilayer structure as suggested in [30] can reduce the metasurface reflection and improve the overall efficiency of the lens. In addition hybrid refractive/diffractive optical elements can be designed for extended aberration correction. Moreover, this method can be used to make dual wavelength plasmonic holograms [2,26,28,31] in order to achieve...
multicolor functionality. We therefore believe that this work opens new possibilities to use DOEs in various applications.
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